if but the objection is that they have a child; if that be an objection to the inner. If we should have a bit of pleasant prospect, perhaps we can make the inside pleasant and cozy enough. Then guess how dear friends will be to one that will be there in need and trouble. We shall not leave here before February, and shall mind a good deal of care, action. We are looking forward toward church in this time. We need not worry about how the weather or the climate will be conducive to the health, safety, and health of the place. Much of it. Mighty well here on her way to America. Will try to get here at the Depot, and now, tell everyone here, the other, more intimate, interesting, to save she will arrive. State to all. Write all the names.

Anne has put up with considerable．

Living in the town, but I know we shall enjoy better living someplace where there's a more comfortable house and where one can do as they please without asking the favor of any one. Wouldn't it be nice if you could take the Stuyvesant, when you come? Will give you all your own. Can't wait to read, and anticipate being there ever so much Friday. It will be so nice to have someone to talk with. Five at home. Tell her to remember these things. Clothes in the foot chamber Cleanup also to bring an old knife if you have a special one. Are troubles
decide whether we go a hunt - ?

There are two houses on one called
not large they. Magnificent from above room.

One leads from the kitchen
the office between the sitting room

She is situated near Melrose Place - Hunters

Though I am a want of comfort to her. She is unfortunated.

I love it. I am the cheerfulness of the

sent - it is in a respectable

locality where only Americans live. I do the place is owned by

one Man - just only let to others.

If we can find a better situation

the shell isn't obliged longer

then we speak. (And mentions

any things about the same - but it

will probably be about 10.00.)

And I don't know why that it is best to

look out for future interests of

recognize a little joke - and

have another meal partly engaged.
[1873-01-08; this is the remnant of a letter from Myra to Mother, and, based on the subject matter, must be dated this day:]

...have to put up with considerable dissatisfaction – either in Rooms or Location – at this End, but I know we shall enjoy better having somewhere that is more homelike than a Boarding house, and where one can do as they please, without asking the favor of any one. Wouldn’t you enjoy your visit full as much Mother if we should happen to be housekeeping when you come? We’ll give you all you want to eat. Am anticipating Chloë’s coming ever so much Friday. It will be so nice to have some one to talk with here at home. Tell her to remember those tablecloths in the front Chamber Ch[??]r. Also to bring an old knife if you have a spare one. Am troubled to cut up soap. She need not bring any refreshments unless she thinks there is danger of her being hungry between meals. as the days are so short we have to eat our meals pretty near together, & am afraid it might be wasted. Guess the visiting season has begun at home by reports. do you go much every day? ---- Wednes. A.M. (Quite confidential) or dont speak about it much yet.

What do you think we have been about this morning? I’ll tell you somewhat. Geo. came home last night and spoke of a Tenement to rent – where a Capt Crocker, who is in the Express concern – is living, in the Ca[??]e house, & wished me to look at it. so we have been there, and this noon I suppose well [page] decide whether we go or not? There are two sleeping rooms so called not larger than Minnies down stairs room. one leads from the kitchen the other between the sitting room & kitchen, & a pantry. it is situated in Melrose Place, between Poplar & Chambers Sts. ’tis awfully shut in but the great consideration to us is the cheapness of the rent. it is in a respectable locality where only American families live, as the Place is owned by one Man & will only let to those. If we can find a better Situation we shall not be obliged to stay longer than we wish. (Dont mention any thing about the rent – but it will probably be about $16.00.) and I don’t know but that it is best to look out for future interests & sacrifice a little pride. There has another man partly engaged [page] it but the objection is that they have a child, & that is one objection to the owner. if we dont have a [?]it pleasant propect perhaps we can make the inside pleasant & cozy enough. then guess you have heard all you care to on that subject. Tell C [faded] need not trouble, as we shall not leave here before February, & shall want a good deal of sage advice.

As I am heating [??]ns must close for this time. You need not worry about our housekeeping Mother [?] would not be enough to do to hurt [??] [??] at that place.

Wish Aunt L. might call here on her way to Methuen. Will try to see her at the Depot any way.

Tell Minnie her letter! was interesting interesting & hope she will write often!

Love to all from the office
Lovingly

Myra